
INNOVATIONS 22.2



Research, development and innovation are the foundations upon which the Spanish multinational Cojali 
was built more than 30 years ago in Campo de Criptana (Spain) and which have made possible the
development of each and every one of our products.

Although we started focused on component manufacturing, Cojali has evolved in order to cover the 
growing needs of the industrial automotive sector and has developed a wide variety of technological 
solutions comprised under the Jaltest by Cojali division.

Thanks to a solid and unstoppable growth, at the moment Cojali has three subsidiaries: Cojali France, 
Cojali Italy and Cojali USA; and four commercial offices in Germany, Russia, Turkey and Mexico, reaching 
thousands of workshops and fleets with our brand in more than 115 countries around the world.

COJALI ALWAYS LOOKS FORWARD WITH THE AIM OF DELIVERING CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY WITHIN 
THE VEHICLE INDUSTRY.

ABOUT US

FOLLOW US IN 
OUR SOCIAL MEDIA

jaltest.com

https://www.instagram.com/jaltest/
https://twitter.com/JaltestOfficial
https://www.facebook.com/JaltestOfficial/
https://www.youtube.com/c/JaltestMultibrandDiagnostics
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/jaltest/
https://www.instagram.com/jaltest/
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WELCOME

New icon in the main KPI window to highlight that the indicators are Drag/Drop controls. Modification of the 
tags for the filters applied to the dashboard.

1.  New icons  

3. Indicators by months  

Display of the last 13 months, instead of 12, in order to compare the current period to the same period a year 
ago.

2.  Optimisation of the alarm section  

Modification in the ODF portal delimiting the alarm information, showing only those configured in the fleet. 
In case no alarm is configured, the next message is displayed: “No alarms configured. Access the menu 
‘Alarms’ -> ‘Configuration’ to add new ones”.



LOCATION
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Each stop is assigned a number to represent its chronological order. The higher the number, the more recent 
the stop. This way, the analytical capacities are improved for working on the location history.

1.  New stop display in the location history

Additional vehicles equipped with presence sensors only (Trailer ID) are also shown in “Current location” when 
they are uncoupled, in order to provide the location where the uncoupling took place.

2.  Ampliation of coupling information



TACHOGRAPH
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3.  Optimisation of rest report

The information about rests can be accessed without inserting the driver card.

1.  Automatic calculation of next weekly rests

The rest compensation of the antepenultimate week is automatically added to the duration of the next 
weekly rest, in order to provide the user with the data of the next weekly rest, being unnecessary to know the 
regulations or any additional calculations to obtain that information.

2.  Selection of multiple days in the tachograph activity bar

Possibility of configuring the tachograph activity bar display, showing several days of activity in the “Current 
position” menu. In order to do so, the configuration option “Visible period of time in the activity bar”, located 
in the “Configuration” menu, must be changed. A 12-hour configuration is usually set in order to display rests 
of the previous day on the bar.
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ALARMS

1.  Location alarms

The new version includes an improvement in location alarm management in order to indicate for how long 
the conditions of each alarm were met.
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ALARMS

2.  Temperature alarms

New maximum temperature stabilisation time alarm. This alarm allows the target temperature of the goods 
to be obtained in a maximum period of time.

Time period to reach 
the temperature

Target 
temperature 
range
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REPORTS

1.  Improvement in reports for vehicles with T-DOT

From version 22.2, the number of reports available for vehicles with T-DOT increases (reports of speeds, times 
by country, events and visited POIs, and sections of orography, times and speed in the details of the trip).

2.  Shared driving included in the trip details  

It is possible to know the start date, the end date and the duration of the transport of each driver in shared 
driving.

3.  Reorganisation of column order in consumption reports 

The column order is modified in the export of consumption reports. The new order includes: number plate, 
brand, driver, distance, total consumption, autonomy, l/100 km, l/hour, weight, emissions, operating time and 
time with the vehicle in motion.

Alpha (acceleration/braking) and Beta (braking/acceleration) events are added to the “Events” section, and 
provide very interesting information to assess the driver’s efficiency.

4.  New events available
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REPORTS

5.  New report for bus ramps

New report for configuring and monitoring the bus ramp status.
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REPORTS

6.  New option to export reports to Excel

New option to export reports to Excel, grouping the information by periods. For example, when generating a 
report by month consumption, it is possible to export the information grouped by days or weeks.

A new line is also included in the reports, displaying the total exported data as shown in the web portal.
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1.  New name for the thermograph menu (T-COLD)

The current T-COLD menu is now named “Thermograph”.

THERMOGRAPH

2.  Compatibility with third-party thermographs

Compatibility with third-party thermographs, monitoring the cold chain in the same way as it is currently 
done with the T-COLD, certified thermograph already integrated with Jaltest Telematics.
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TOOL FOR TICKET OPENING

1.  New form for Ticket opening

Improved Ticket form with the option of adding a contact phone in order for the assistance team to contact 
the client.
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LOOK & FEEL

New “My Fleet” menu icons and new background image in the “Reports” menu.

1.  New initial help panel 

Additionally, the URL has been updated to telematics.jaltest.com, although the previous URLs will still be 
operational (optimaldrivingfleet.jaltest.com, agv-telematics.jaltest.com, jaltest-odf.cojaliusa.com, 
odf.jaltest.com)

New “My Fleet” menu icons and new background image in “Reports” menu.



Cojali, S.L.
Avenida de la Industria, 3
13610 Campo de Criptana - Spain
Teléfono: 00.34.926.278.181
e-mail: jaltest-telematics@jaltest.com
jaltest.com; cojali.com


